In 1971, Congress passed the Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act ("the Act"), which made the Bureau of Land Management ("BLM") responsible for managing and protecting the free-ranging wild horses and burros on federal public land in the western United States. As the Act permits, the BLM has been removing wild horses from the public range when the BLM determines that an overpopulation of wild horses exists. The excess wild horses are then managed by the BLM in holding facilities for an indefinite period of time. This management practice is unsustainable because the BLM spends nearly two-thirds of their annual budget to manage the horses in the holding facilities. Due to the excessive removal practices as the main form of population control and the ever-increasing reproduction rates of the wild horse herds on the range, the BLM's Wild Horse and Burro Program has become unsustainable.

This Article explores the fiscal, ethical, and legal complications that the BLM faces as they manage the Wild Horse and Burro Program and summarizes various alternative management strategies that the BLM could implement to more effectively manage the wild horse herds on the public range. This Article argues that the courts should not grant deference to the BLM when they propose removal plans that are not supported by the Act; and specifically analyzes that the management practice of removing non-excess wild horses is not supported by the Act. Additionally, this Article analyzes the statutory duties that the BLM is required to follow, such as the "order and priority" for removing the wild horses from the range. The intent of this Article is to show that if the BLM were to follow the strict removal procedures as mandated by the Act, the BLM is more likely to follow the "minimal feasible" level management, which would ultimately make it more feasible that the wild horses and burros remain wild and free on the range.
VII. CONCLUSION

“You occasionally see one, and it's the thrill of a lifetime. But mostly all you ever see is a cloud of dust after they are gone. It's their stubborn ability to survive that makes them so remarkable.”

-Velma Johnston, “Wild Horse Annie”

I. INTRODUCTION

Wild horses, with their beauty and resilience, have long been a symbol of the American West. The vision of the American mustangs galloping free on public land is a remarkable thrill that most Americans never experience in their lifetime; yet this national icon has historically invoked an emotional outcry from the American public demanding that the federal government protect and preserve the wild horses and burros on public land. However, what is often unrecognized by the public is the enormous challenge that the federal government faces in managing the wild horses and burros on public land in an ethically and financially sustainable practice. In assessing the current status of the National Wild Horse and Burro Program, the Bureau of Land Management’s (“BLM”) management method is based on removing excess wild horses from the range and placing them in holding facilities for an indefinite period of time. In effect, the BLM is currently managing over forty thousand wild horses as domesticated animals in captivity, and not as wild and free-roaming horses as the Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act (“the Act”) originally mandated. However, there is not a quick fix to this problem because leaving the wild horses completely unmanaged is not an option. If the wild horses were left unmanaged on the public range, the wild horse population could double within four years; a population that the public range could not sustain. Thus, the management program proves to be highly complicated because the BLM is charged with preserving the wild horses and the BLM is responsible for protecting the range from overuse from other native species and domesticated livestock. The BLM is required to remove wild horses from the range when an overpopulation exists, and then care for the removed wild horses indefinitely or until the animal is privately adopted. This management practice of removal proves to be fiscally problematic because of the enormous expense of managing the wild horses off the range. Some of BLM's management expenses for “removed” wild horses include hay, feed, veterinarian expenses, staff expenses to care for the horses, and land expenses. The BLM spends approximately $50 million per year to care for the wild horses and burros that are managed off the range; which problematically, is nearly two-thirds of the BLM's annual budget for wild horse management. Currently, there are sixty-seven thousand wild horses managed on public lands in the United States; which according to the BLM's analysis of the public range is double the capacity of what the range can ecologically sustain. So, it is suffice to say that the wild horse program has become unsustainable as a matter of environmental and fiscal concern.

The BLM's management program has led to a dire straits kind of situation, in which the decades of status quo management of removing wild horses and placing them indefinitely in holding pastures has economically drained the BLM's allotted budget, and has left the BLM with limited choices as to how to manage the increasing populations of wild horses. In the fall of 2016, the National Wild Horse and Burro Advisory Board, an independent advisory board to the BLM, released their recommendation to euthanize or “sell without limitation” forty-five thousand wild horses that are managed in captivity by the BLM. This advisory opinion reflects the emergency situation of the unsustainable fiscal program that the BLM has developed through the status quo management policy of aggressive removal practices of wild horses that are deemed to be in excess of the Appropriate Management Level (“AML”). Fortunately, the BLM has rejected the advisory board's opinion by publicly stating that the agency will continue to care for forty-five thousand wild horses that are managed in captivity. But with a limited fiscal budget and an ever-growing wild horse population, the situation seems to beg the question of what can be done to avoid the potential decimation or cull of these national icons.
This Article will first summarize the Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act's purpose and the relevant sections that address the BLM's management duties. Then this Article will identify and summarize the fiscal, scientific, and ethical inefficiencies that complicate the Wild Horse and Burro Program. In highlighting these management complications, this Article will discuss several strategies that could be implemented by the BLM to improve the Wild Horse and Burro Program, which are supported by the scientific community and various wild horse preservation groups. The highlight and explanation of the program's inefficiencies will underscore the importance of requiring the BLM to adhere to the Act's removal procedures.

This Article argues that the courts' decision to grant deference to the BLM's decision to remove “non-excess” wild horses from the range has allowed the BLM to bypass its statutory obligations to protect and manage the wild horses by using excessive removal procedures and by disregarding the mandated procedure of removing wild horses.

In general, the BLM's removal of wild horses is not supported by the Act, public opinion, or scientific fertility control research. Further troublesome is the fact that the BLM's management practices are placing the vitality and welfare of the wild horses and burros on public lands at risk. By requiring the BLM to manage the wild horses pursuant to the Act, there is a realistic opportunity for the BLM to use more of their fiscal resources and management efforts to pursue more effective wild horse fertility control, which would allow the wild horses to remain on the range as mandated by the Act. Finally, this Article will analyze the case law in which the BLM has argued that it has inherent authority to remove an entire herd of wild horses that have not been deemed as “excess” within the meaning of the Act, which allows the BLM to sort through and eventually release “non-excess” wild horses back to the range. The claim that BLM has inherent authority to remove non-excess horses is explicitly contrary to Congress's intent of managing the wild horses and burros at a “minimum feasible level.” The minimum feasible level management requirement states that the wild horses are not managed as domesticated livestock. Ultimately, before a wild horse removal, the BLM has a statutory requirement to determine which animals are “in excess” of the prescribed Appropriate Management Levels. BLM's statutory authority to remove wild horses is specifically limited to animals that the BLM has determined to be “excess” within the meaning of Section 1333 of the Act. This Article argues that the courts should not grant the Chevron deference when the BLM proposes a “gather” of an entire herd of wild horses, to make it more logistically possible for the BLM to determine which horses shall be “excess.” Ultimately, this granted deference opens the door to allowing the BLM to manage the wild horses with casual disregard to their statutory duties of protecting the wild horses. The BLM should follow the “order and priority” for removing the wild horses as required by the Act. By requiring the BLM to follow the strict removal procedures within the Act, the BLM is more likely to follow the mandated “minimal feasible level” management, which would promote a more sustainable population management program, and ultimately make it more possible that the wild horses and burros remain wild and free on the range.

**II. ORIGINS AND PURPOSE OF THE WILD FREE-ROAMING HORSES AND BURROS ACT**

Wild horses have long been subject to scapegoating and abuse on public and private land. In the western states, it was common practice to brutally capture and sell wild horses for slaughter. During the 1950s, the leader of Wild Horse Organized Assistance, Velma Johnston (commonly known as “Wild Horse Annie”) began a grassroots campaign for wild horse protection after witnessing severe abuse against the wild horses. Ms. Velma Johnston is attributed with creating public awareness and support for wild horse rights. Johnston's grassroots campaign ultimately led to the Wild Horse Annie Act, which aimed to regulate and protect the wild horses on the public range by making it illegal to chase or capture wild horses. On September 9, 1959, President Dwight D. Eisenhower signed the “Wild Horse Annie Act.” However, this Act did not protect wild horses from abuse on private land, and it proved difficult for law enforcement
to regulate the safety of wild horses. The drastically low wild horse and burro population led to the passage of the Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act. Congress unanimously approved the Act in December 1971. The Act's purpose was to protect the wild horses and burros from “capture, branding, harassment, or death.” The Act is a “land and resource management statute” that requires the protection of wild horses and burros on both Forest Service and BLM lands. The Secretary of the Interior is required to manage the wild horses and burros in such a way “that is designed to achieve and maintain a thriving natural ecological balance on the public lands.” The BLM is charged with protecting “unbranded and unclaimed” horses and burros on public lands. The Act mandates that the wild horses and burros shall be managed on the public range, and that they will be managed on enough land to sustain an existing herd.

The BLM is required to manage the wild horses and burros in accordance with the “multiple-use” management practice, which requires the BLM to manage the wild horses and burros and other natural animal and plant species in balance to ensure that the range is used in a sustainable way. Thus, the BLM does not exclusively manage the range for the wild horses. The Secretary shall consider the recommendations of qualified scientists in the field of biology and ecology, including federal employee recommendations and independent scientists. Further, the Act states that any changes in “forage allocations” on the federal public lands should be taken into consideration for the “needs of other wildlife species which inhabit such lands.”

A. THE STATUTORY MEANING OF EXCESS WILD HORSES

In 1978, Congress amended the Act in response to the increased population of wild horses on the range, which created the definition of “excess” animals. The effect of the 1978 amendment limited the protection of the wild horses in an effort to protect the natural resources and forage that the wild horses consumed. The amendment required the BLM to conduct a yearly population inventory to estimate how many wild horses and burros live on the range. The purpose of the AML is “to protect the range from the deterioration associated with overpopulation.” The AML is the number of wild horses and burros that can be managed on the range, in such a way that there is a balance with other resources, such as cattle and native species on the range. Essentially, the statutory purpose of the AML is to allow the BLM to practice a more rigorous population control program. Thus, the BLM can use the AML as a documented population report to “trigger” a removal of excess horses from the range to correct a “population imbalance.”

To remove wild horses and burros that are “excess,” the Secretary may use helicopters to move herds into designated areas, and use trailers to transport the captured horses. However, there is an express limitation on the BLM's authority in that they shall not relocate wild horses or burros to public land areas where they do not “presently exist.” Further, the Secretary may remove or destroy excess wild horses or the BLM may be authorized to sterilize or exercise other population control methods.

Under the Act, if the BLM determines that there is an “excess” population of wild horses on the range, the BLM has a specific “order and priority” that it must adhere to remove “excess” wild horses and burros. Section 1333(b)(2) provides that first, the BLM must euthanize all “old, sick, or lame” animals in a humane process. Next, the BLM will be authorized to remove “excess” wild horses and burros from the range, and then place them in private facilities where the horses may be adopted by qualified individuals. And last, the BLM shall have the authority to
destroy excess wild horses where it's impossible to adopt them to a qualified individual. Destruction of the excess wild horses must be done in the most humane manner. In sum, the BLM has the authority to destroy excess wild horses if the Secretary decides that such action is the only logistically feasible way to remove the excess animals from the given area. However, Congress has never actually “appropriated funds for extermination” of wild horses. Notably, the provision also mandates that no wild horse or burro can be sold for slaughter.

The Act also contains a sale provision for “excess” wild horses. The BLM is authorized to sell “excess” horses or burros that are older than ten years old or any animal that has been unsuccessfully adopted at least three times. If the animal meets either criterion, the method of sale provides that the excess animals can be sold “without limitation, including through auction to the highest bidder, at local sale yards or other convenient livestock selling facilities.” This policy proved complicated, because the BLM could not regulate or prevent wild horses from being sold for commercial profit to be slaughtered, which is illegal under the Act. However in 2004, after allegations of the BLM allowing the sale of more than 1,700 wild horses to kill-buyers in Mexico, the BLM changed this policy to prohibit any individual from purchasing more than four horses or burros within a six-month period unless the Assistant Director for Renewable Resources and Planning allows an exception.

III. THE WILD HORSE MANAGEMENT INEFFECTIVENESS

Since the inception of Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act, the BLM has had the challenge of managing the wild horse program in such a way that is economically feasible and environmentally sustainable while ensuring that the historic wild horses thrive on a BLM-managed range. The following section summarizes and examines the difficulties that the BLM faces in its management program. The purpose of this examination is to highlight that the Wild Horse and Burro Program could be more efficient if the BLM only removes excess wild horses. If the BLM were only removing “excess” wild horses, then there is a stronger likelihood that the BLM could focus more resources into population control research and implementation, rather than expending so much of their budget on maintaining corralled wild horses. Ultimately, this section examines how the BLM's current management is most certainly an unsustainable fiscal commitment that is putting the vitality of the wild horses at risk.

A. FISCAL INEFFECTIVENESS OF MANAGING REMOVED WILD HORSES ARE DEPLETING THE BLM'S RESOURCES TO MANAGE POPULATIONS OF WILD HORSES AND BURROS EFFECTIVELY

The BLM has determined that the ALM for all of the wild horses and burros on BLM's managed lands is 26,715 horses and burros. As of March 1, 2016, the BLM's estimated population of wild horses and burros on the public range is 67,027. This estimated population number has increased fifteen percent from the BLM's 2015 population estimate. Given this population estimate, the BLM has stated that there are currently forty thousand wild horses and burros that are considered to be “excess” of the ALM. As of August 2016, there are more than forty-five thousand wild horses and burros that are maintained in BLM holding facilities. The BLM had stated that in order for their current program to continue as status quo, the total funding for the Wild Horse and Burro Program would have to rise to approximately $85 million by the fiscal year 2012. Based on these figures, the status quo management program is fiscally unsustainable. For example, from fiscal year 2007 to 2008, the expense of maintaining removed wild horses in BLM's captivity increased from $21.9 million in 2007 to $27 million in 2008. In the fiscal year of 2008, the BLM spent three-fourths of their fiscal budget to maintain the care of the wild horses that the BLM removed and placed in its captivity. The BLM spent more than $27 million of their $36.2 million budget on maintaining horses in captivity.
B. ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR MANAGING THE WILD HORSE AND BURRO POPULATIONS

This fiscal inefficiency is preventing the BLM from more aggressively researching and implementing more effective population control methods like fertility control drugs. Ultimately, this Article is not proposing that the BLM halt their round-ups entirely, but rather that the BLM should implement a more thorough fertility control program so the BLM can move away from the massive volume of continuous and ineffective removals of wild horses and burros.

In 2013, the BLM contracted the National Research Council (“NRC”) of the National Academies of Sciences to independently review the Wild Horse and Burro Program. The BLM specifically requested the NRC conduct a “technical evaluation” of the BLM's management program; which included evaluating the growth rates of the herds and various population control methods that could be implemented by the BLM. The NRC's 451-page report found that the BLM's removal of almost a hundred thousand horses over the last decade may have actually perpetually increased the wild horse population and that the BLM's status quo management operation will continue to be expensive and unproductive for the BLM. However, the NRC stated that if the wild horses were left unmanaged on the public rangelands, the horse populations would become “resource-limited.” Meaning that if we want the public range to be ecologically balanced and sustainable for multiple-uses, the BLM must implement population control of the wild horses.

The BLM found that the wild horse population repopulates at a rate of 15-20 percent each year. The report indicated that the BLM management practices could be facilitating high horse population growth rates; the horse herds on the public range increase at a high rate because their populations are maintained below levels affected by “food limitation and density dependence.” Meaning that the BLM's ALM for certain herd management areas are too low, so the herd's population and reproduction rate flourishes because of the abundance of space and food.

However, the NRC's research showed that introducing more predatory species would not “typically” control population growth rates of wild horses. The report concluded, “[t]he most promising fertility-control methods for application to free-ranging horses or burros are porcine zona pellucida (PZP) vaccines, GonaConTM vaccine, and chemical vasectomy.” However, this alternative is costly and difficult to distribute to wild horses and burros on the range. The administration of the fertility drugs is logistically difficult given that the wild horses are roaming thousands of acres and the drug has to be administered by shooting a dart into the mare. Interestingly, there are various wild horse preservation groups that have successfully implemented pilot programs to administer PZP fertility control via dart. Collaborating more extensively with various horse organizations to administer the fertility control could more effectively fulfill the Act's purpose to keep the wild horses on the range, rather than removing them to private holding corrals.

The American Wild Horse Campaign (“AWHC”) has proposed various ways to combat the difficulties of managing the horse populations more efficiently through creating more defined boundaries for wild horses that exclusively contain wild horses and the naturally occurring species in the boundary areas (rather than allowing privately owned cattle to be in the boundary areas as some of the HMAs are structured) and releasing mountain lions in these areas for population control. The AWHC cites that the Montgomery Pass Herd near the California and Nevada border has been left unmanaged for twenty-five years and has maintained population levels of 150-200 horses, and attributes the success of this fertility control program due to the confined boundaries of the area and natural predators to keep the population controlled. Additionally, the AWHC suggests that the BLM should create more ecotourism opportunities for tourists to view the wild horses in their natural environment, which in turn could generate revenue to more effectively care for their maintenance.
C. WILD HORSE SALES PROGRAM LINKED TO ILLEGAL HORSE SLAUGHTER VENTURES

Pursuant to the Act, the BLM may remove excess wild horses and adopt them to qualified individuals. Since 1971, the BLM has placed two hundred thirty thousand wild horses and burros in private ownership through the BLM’s adoption program. This number is quite low considering that the BLM has removed almost one hundred thousand wild horses over the last ten years. The basic requirements for the adoption program is that as long as the animal is well cared for, the adopter will be eligible to receive title of the wild horse from the federal government. However, the success of this program has been decreased due to the increasing expense of fuel and feed for horses, which has lowered the number of wild horses that are adopted. Notably, wild horses require a skilled horseman to train them, which also makes the wild horses difficult to adopt.

Recently, the Adoption Program has experienced legal and ethical problems, which have highlighted how financially stressed the BLM is from its current management practices. From 2009 to 2012, Tom Davis, a Colorado rancher, purchased 1,794 wild horses from the BLM for $10 per wild horse. Davis sold the wild horses to kill buyers that shipped the wild horses to Mexico for slaughter. The Wild Horse and Burro Program records indicated that Davis is the only individual who has purchased more than a thousand wild horses—the second highest volume purchaser was one individual who purchased 325 wild horses. As part of normal protocol, the BLM directly delivered the purchased wild horses to Davis, which cost the BLM more than $140,000 between 2008-2009. However, Davis spent only $17,940 on purchasing the wild horses. In 2012, the BLM Office of Law Enforcement (“OLE”) conducted an investigation on Tom Davis to determine if purchased wild horses were wrongfully sold to slaughterhouses. The OLE interviewed Davis twice but did not determine that Davis sent the wild horses to slaughter. In 2015, the U.S. Department of the Interior conducted an independent investigation into the allegations that Tom Davis illegally sold the wild horses purchased from the BLM to Mexican slaughterhouses. During the investigation, Davis admitted that a majority of the wild horses he purchased went to slaughter. The report concluded that the BLM “did not follow current law” while managing the wild horse and burro program. In addition, the report concluded that the BLM failed to enforce its own policy of due diligence to limit wild horse sales and to prevent the sold wild horses from being sent to slaughter. Following this investigation, the Department of the Interior referred the investigation's finding to the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of Colorado, but the Office declined to pursue criminal or civil charges against Davis. The report was also submitted to the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of New Mexico as a public health issue concerning the USDA-certified veterinarian signing the IHC without actually inspecting the horses, which is a false statement. With regard to the serious lack of regulation that occurred with Mr. Davis's wild horse ownership, the BLM did amend the Burns Amendment (December 2004) on January 4, 2013 to prohibit an individual from purchasing more than four wild horses or burros within a six-month period without “prior approval of the agency's Assistant Director for Renewable Resources and Planning.”

IV. THE STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS FOR BLM TO REMOVE WILD HORSES

Transitioning to the statutory requirements that the BLM has to fulfill to remove wild horses from the range; the National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”) requires all federal agencies to prepare a “detailed statement,” which requires the report to include the “environmental impacts” and include alternative plans for “other major Federal Actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment.” When it is required, an agency must prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (“EIS”) in which the agency analyzes “the consequences, environmental impacts, and adverse environmental effects” of the agency's proposed actions. The agency's Environmental Assessment
(“EA”) may determine that an EIS is not required, and thus the agency must report a finding of no significant impact (“FONSI”). Generally, NEPA does not require the EIS to be “based on a particular scientific methodology, nor does it require a reviewing court to weigh conflicting scientific data.” The court can permit the agency discretion in allowing the agency to rely “on the reasonable opinions of its own qualified experts, even *388 if the court might find contrary views more persuasive.” This statutory background is relevant to consider in light of how much discretion courts can grant the BLM in both its interpretation of the Act, as well as how the BLM assesses AMLs.

V. THE CHEVRON DEFERENCE GRANTED TO THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Under the Administrative Procedure Act (“APA”), a court may review an agency's action to determine whether the agency proposal is subject to judicial review. The APA states that a court shall “hold unlawful and set aside agency action ... found to be ... in excess of statutory jurisdiction, authority, or limitations, or short of statutory right.” The applicable two-step inquiry to determine whether the agency's action is unauthorized is prescribed by the Chevron test. The first prong requires the court to determine whether Congress has established a clear intent on the issue. If the court finds that Congress has clear intent on the issue presented, then the court's analysis is terminated. However, the court will reject the agency's proposal if it is in conflict with Congress's intent. If Congress's intent is not clear within the statute, then the second prong requires the court to determine whether the agency's proposal is “a permissible construction of the statute.” Further, if Congress has intentionally and explicitly given the agency the authority based on the agency's own interpretation, then the agency has authority to proceed based on its statutory construction.

VI. CASE LAW

Under the Act, the BLM has a “great deal of discretion” in its management of the wild horses and burros with regards to population control of the herds and determining the AML for wild horses and burros on the range. However, the BLM is specifically required by the Act to immediately remove the wild horses and burros that exceed the predetermined AML.

As discussed supra, when the BLM has determined that there is an excess wild horse population, the Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act, 16 U.S.C. § 1333(b)(2) specifically requires the BLM to immediately remove the excess wild horses “from the range so as to achieve appropriate management levels.” The BLM is required to remove the excess wild horses according to the “order and priority” within the Act until all of the excess wild horses have been removed from the range. The “order and priority” requires that (A) “old, sick, or lame animals” shall be destroyed “in the most humane manner possible”; (B) the BLM shall have the right to capture and remove excess wild horses and burros and place these animals in private maintenance and adopt them to qualified individuals; and (C) if there are excess wild horses and burros that cannot be adopted by a qualified individual, then the BLM has the authority to destroy these excess animals in “the most humane and cost efficient manner possible.” Note that nothing in the “order and priority” of animal removal applies to non-excess wild horses and burros. The horses that are considered excess are animals that exceed the predetermined AML, which requires the BLM to remove the excess animals to maintain the range's health. This distinction is relevant because some courts have granted deference to the BLM in allowing them to remove an entire wild horse herd before the BLM determines which animals are considered in excess of the AML. The courts have granted the deference based on the reasoning that Congress allotted ambiguities to the BLM's horse and burro management duties, which allows the BLM to exercise their own discretion. The court's deference to the BLM's decision to remove wild horses that are not in excess of the AML is problematic because it allows the agency to bypass the ethical considerations that are mandated in the Act to *390 keep the non-excess wild horses protected
on the range where they are “presently found.” Also, the horses and burros are to be managed as wild animals and not as livestock, so the BLM should manage at a “minimum feasible level.” But allowing the BLM to remove and physically sort through an entire herd to determine which horses will be excess and, thus, permanently removed from the range, explicitly contradicts the Act's language for managing at a “minimum feasible level.”

The court's deference to the BLM's decision to remove non-excess wild horses contradicts Congress's intention for the Act, and allows the BLM to continue in a status quo management program of removing horses that is fiscally unsustainable. Additionally, the deference allows the BLM to bypass its statutory obligations to manage and protect the wild horses from capture, which ironically was the original purpose of the Act. The following section will summarize several cases that support this Article's argument that the courts should not grant the *Chevron* deference to the BLM when their removal proposal is to “capture” an entire herd of horses that are non-excess because this policy frustrates the purpose of the Act, and because the non-excess wild horses should not be subjected to removal and sorting by BLM's contractors.

The Court's reasoning in *Colorado Wild Horse & Burro Coalition, Inc. v. Salazar* demonstrates the correct statutory interpretation of the Act that the BLM must follow pursuant to the statutory guidelines of the Act for removal of excess wild horses. In *Colorado Wild Horse & Burro Coalition, Inc. v. Salazar*, the BLM argued that its decision to remove a non-excess herd in the West Douglas Herd Area in Colorado was a “reasonable exercise of BLM's discretion” and that the agency was entitled to the *Chevron* deference. The court rejected the BLM's argument and held that the BLM's removal of the entire herd exceeded the “scope of authority that Congress delegated” to the BLM under the Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act, because the BLM had not determined the horses to be in excess of the AML. The court referred to § 1333(b)(2)(A)-(C), which provides the “statutory procedure for removing excess animals” and noted that there is no “procedure for removing non-excess animals.” Interestingly, the BLM argued that there was nothing in the statute that prevented them from removing non-excess wild horses. This is an interesting argument, because it specifically contradicts the BLM's purpose to manage wild and free horses, not wild horses in captivity.

The BLM presented several interpretations of the Act in support of its argument that it had the inherent authority to remove non-excess wild horses. First, the BLM argued that they had the right to remove non-excess wild horses because § 1333(b) “requires the removal of excess animals whereas § 1333(a) permits the removal of non-excess animals.” But the court rejected this argument and reasoned “that Congress clearly ‘intended to protect non-excess wild free-roaming horses and burros from removal.’” Thus, the court explained, “it would make no sense for Congress to provide detailed procedures for removing excess animals but no procedure at all for removing non-excess animals.” The court reasoned “that the only plausible inference to be drawn from the omission of any procedure for removing non-excess animals is that Congress did not intend for BLM’s management authority to be so broad.”

The significance of this reasoning is that it substantiated that the BLM's management policies must follow the mandated procedures of the Act and it shall not violate Congress's original intent that the “wild free-roaming horses and burros shall be protected from capture ....” The court concluded that it would be contradictory to the Act's purpose to mandate protection to the wild horses, yet allow the BLM to capture and remove them from the wild when the horses are not in excess of the AML. The BLM also argued that removing the wild horses would not “eliminate” them because “BLM intend [ed] to continue to manage the horses not in the wild but through private adoption or long-term care.” The court reasoned that “Congress did not authorize BLM to ‘manage’ the wild horses by corralling them for private maintenance or long-term care as non-wild free-roaming animals off of the public lands.” The court concluded
that the BLM is required by the Act to manage the wild horses at a “minimum feasible level,” and that removing the wild horses would be drastically contrary to the minimal management required by the statute. \(^\text{157}\)

The court in *Friends of Animals v. United States BLM* also rejected the BLM's free-reign interpretation of its inherent authority under the Wild-Free Roaming Horses and Burros Act to remove wild horses while disregarding statutory obligations under NEPA. \(^\text{158}\) The plaintiffs, two wild horse advocate organizations, filed a motion for a preliminary injunction against the BLM's December 19, 2014 plan to gather and remove 332 wild horses from the Pine Nut Herd Management Area. \(^\text{159}\) The plaintiffs alleged that the BLM's wild horse round up was in violation of the Administrative Procedures Act (“APA”) and in violation of NEPA. \(^\text{160}\) The BLM's removal plan was to permanently remove two-hundred horses and administer the remaining 132 horses with the fertility control drug called “porcine zone pellucide” (more commonly known as PZP) to all of the mares over a year old, and release them back to the Pine Nut Herd Management Area. \(^\text{161}\) The BLM had previously “determined that the appropriate herd management level (“APL”) for the Pine Nut herd [was] between 119-179 horses.” \(^\text{162}\) However, the BLM did not provide an Environmental Assessment (“EA”) for the wild horse roundup plan for December 19, 2014, but rather relied on data gathered for a round up that occurred in 2010. \(^\text{163}\) The BLM relied on the 2010 EA to support its *393 removal decision in 2014. \(^\text{164}\) Hence, the BLM presented no new or supplemental data to support its management plan for 2014. \(^\text{165}\)

The court first analyzed the APA, which states that a federal court “shall ... hold unlawful and set aside agency action, findings, and conclusions found to be ... arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law.” \(^\text{166}\) The standard of review is arbitrary and capricious. \(^\text{167}\) In order to meet its burden, the BLM had to present a “rational connection between the facts found and the conclusions made.” \(^\text{168}\) The plaintiffs argued that the BLM's proposal was in violation of the requirement of NEPA. \(^\text{169}\) The court's obligation with respect to NEPA is to make sure that the agency has “considered the environmental consequence of its action.” \(^\text{170}\) The court reasoned that the BLM made its roundup proposal without fulfilling its duty to conduct an adequate analysis under NEPA. \(^\text{171}\) Based on the BLM's failure to adhere to the NEPA requirements, the court granted the plaintiff's injunction and held that there lacked a “legal basis for the BLM to rely upon the 2010 EA and 2010 FONSI to support its current roundup decision.” \(^\text{172}\)

The court's holding is significant because it requires the BLM to be accountable to its statutory obligations. \(^\text{173}\) The BLM's plan was held to be arbitrary because the scientific analysis and reports for the herd population were based on information from four years prior. \(^\text{174}\) To allow a removal based on dated reports from four years prior to reflect the current population of the wild horse herd would contradict BLM's duty to conduct a “current inventory of wild free-roaming horses and burros on given areas of the public lands.” \(^\text{175}\) The purpose of the “current inventory” is to determine whether an excess population actually exists, which would trigger the BLM's legal duty to remove the excess population based on the BLM's inventory. \(^\text{176}\) Without a “current inventory,” the BLM does not have the ability to determine whether *394 there are excess wild horses. \(^\text{177}\) The court's ruling in *Friends of Animals v. U.S. Bureau of Land Mgmt.* was also significant because the court “reigned” in the excessive authority that the BLM was claiming to have. \(^\text{178}\) Congress specifically intended to protect non-excess wild free-roaming horses and burros from removal, and the BLM's removal authority was limited to those wild free-roaming horses and burros that it determined to be excess animals within the meaning of the Act. \(^\text{179}\)

A. COURTS THAT HAVE GRANTED THE CHEVRON DEFERENCE TO THE BLM'S PROPOSAL TO REMOVE NON-EXCESS WILD HORSES
However, some courts have allowed the BLM to “gather” entire herds of wild horses to determine which wild horses are in “excess” of the AML. The “gather” is essentially BLM contractors sorting through the horses to determine age and health and to administer fertility control. However, the Act specifically prohibits removing wild horses that are non-excess from the range. But some courts have granted deference to the BLM’s removal proposals to remove an entire herd because of the logistical complications of removing and sorting through excess wild horses on the range. This logistical complication cannot be denied, as wild horses will not tolerate human contact without restraint. However, on the same note, the court’s deference allows the BLM to make a leaping statutory interpretation by allowing the BLM to remove an entire herd that is not excess of the AML. This deference is a contradictory interpretation that distinctly violates the Act because it disregards the “minimal feasible level” and Congress’s original intent for the Act.

In Def of Animals v. U.S. Dep’t of Interior, the BLM successfully argued that it has the authority to remove an entire herd of wild horses by “gathering” the horses off of the range and sorting through them to determine which horses are excess, then releasing the non-excess wild horses back to the range. The following section will analyze this case from both the district court level and through its appeal to the 9th Circuit. The BLM has argued that the “gather” of an entire herd does not contradict the Act, because the ‘gather’ does not constitute a removal within the meaning of § 1333(b)(2), which would subject the BLM to the “order and priority” of removing the wild horses.

Beginning with the district court analysis, In Def of Animals v. U.S. Dep’t of Interior, the plaintiffs filed suit against the BLM to prevent a removal of wild horses at the Twin Peaks Herd Management Area in 2012 by arguing that the removal was “counter to the congressional mandate for preserving wild horses and burros as set forth in Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act” and that the EA was inadequate of NEPA’s required “hard look” that is required “prior to any significant environmental action.” The BLM had determined through specific aerial counting inventory of the wild horse herd that there was an excess of 2,236 horses and 205 burros. The AML for the Twin Peaks HMA “had previously been determined as constituting between 448 and 758 wild horses, and 72 and 116 burros.” The BLM had conducted a direct count population inventory in September 2008, which established that there were approximately 1,599 horses and 210 burros. Based on the above direct count in 2008, the EA estimated that there were 1,855 horses in excess of the AML, and 205 excess wild burros. The EA specified that approximately 180 horses would be released after the removal. Following the “sorting” of wild horses, there would be approximately 450 horses and 72 burros returned to the HMA. The plaintiffs unsuccessfully argued that the BLM’s removal violated the Act because the wild horses are not removed pursuant to the “order and priority” of § 1333(b). The plaintiffs argued that the Act specifically required that the BLM had to destroy all sick, lame or old horses in order to determine whether the “remaining healthy animals exceed[ed] viable limits.” The court rejected this argument by noting that BLM shall be given a “high degree of discretionary authority” with respect to their management program. The court reasoned that the BLM has the right to “capture” non-excess wild horses to determine their age and health for population determinations, which can be supported by the ambiguity of 16 U.S.C § 1333(b)(1)-(2)(A)-(C). This section of the Act requires the BLM to maintain a population inventory to determine if there are excess animals and the section also states “appropriate management levels should be achieved by the removal or destruction of excess animals, or other options (such as sterilization, or natural controls on population levels).”

Essentially the court granted deference to the BLM’s decision to “gather” the entire herd for sorting because the court held that this section allowed the BLM discretion to achieve its AML. Further, the court held that capture is necessary to determine the age and health of the wild horses because a wild horse is unlikely to tolerate examination by a veterinarian. However, the court’s reasoning directly contradicts that the management shall be at a minimum feasible level. The minimum feasible level is not achieved when the BLM removes non-excess wild horses with helicopters for
many miles and then physically handles and feeds them in captivity, which directly contradicts the Act's language. 201 The court reasoned that it would be a “Catch-22” if the BLM was not allowed to remove any excess wild horses until they euthanize the old and sick wild horses on the range. 202 However, this reasoning disregards the statutory requirement that the BLM cannot remove wild horses that are not deemed as excess. 203 In conclusion, the court held that “removal” does not happen until the BLM determines *397 which wild horses are in excess, which can only be achieved by “gathering” the entire herd to determine which horses will be released back to the range. 204

Based on the court's analysis, the court draws a distinction between “capture” and “removal” by holding that the BLM has the authority to remove an entire herd to sort through and determine which horses shall be determined to be in excess of the AML. 205 The court's deference allows the BLM to avoid the mandated purpose of the Act by removing all wild horses from a HMA for sorting, which contracts the “minimum feasible level.” 206 Ultimately deference should not be given to the BLM when it proposes such a removal, because it directly contradicts Congress's express intent by requiring that the BLM protect the wild horses “from capture, branding, harassment, or death.” 207

In 2014, the plaintiffs appealed to the Ninth Circuit Court based on the argument that the BLM's gather violated the Act and NEPA by allowing the BLM to remove the entire herd of horses on the Twin Peaks HMA. 208 The Ninth Circuit Court affirmed the district court's decision by holding that the BLM was acting within its authority to remove the herd of horses and place them in “temporary holding facilities,” feed them, sort the horses and burros by sex and physical condition, “before deciding whether individual animals should be euthanized because of injury or age, put up for adoption, or returned to the HMA.” 209 In general, the Ninth Circuit Court granted deference to the agency's “expertise” knowledge in allowing the BLM to remove the entire herd because it was more logistically feasible than following the procedure mandated by § 1333(b)(2), which requires the “order and priority” for removal of excess animals. 210 The plaintiffs argued that the BLM violated the mandated “order and priority” for removal of excess horses when it removed the entire herd. 211 However, the court agreed with the BLM's interpretation of “remove” within §1333(b)(2), which is only applicable to “permanent removal of animals from the HMA, and not the temporary gathering of animals on the HMA to determine which animals should be euthanized and which *398 animals should be made available for adoption.” 212 In allowing this interpretation of “remove,” the court allowed the BLM to construe a temporary gathering, which is not a removal, and therefore the BLM is not restricted to the order and priority provision of § 1333(b)(2). In conclusion, the Ninth Circuit Court held that the BLM's action “fell within the discretion which courts have recognized the BLM has to remove excess animals from an HMA.” 213 Essentially the court granted deference to the BLM by allowing them to remove all of the excess horses because the BLM had “determined that the most effective way to fulfill its statutory mandate” was to remove all the horses and then make a selection of which horses would be returned to the HMA; which, contradicted the “order and priority” of removing excess wild horses. 214

In the dissenting opinion, Judge Rawlinson sharply disagreed with the majority's interpretation of the BLM's statutory requirements. 215 Judge Rawlinson explained how the majority opinion incorrectly allowed the BLM to remove the entire herd, which is contradictory to 16 U.S.C. §1333(a), because the section requires the wild horses and burros to be managed at a “minimum feasible level.” 216 The dissent disagreed with the deference granted by the majority opinion “[b]ecause the BLM's interpretation and application of the Act ignored the text, intent and purpose of the statute” and therefore “absolutely no deference” should have been granted to “the agency action taken in reliance on that interpretation.” 217 There is nothing in the Act that allows capture of non-excess wild horses, and the majority opinion disregarded the specific provisions in the Act for the “order and priority” in which the BLM may remove the excess wild horses. 218 The dissenting opinion recognized that allowing the BLM to remove the entire herd explicitly contradicts Congress's intent because there are specific provisions for removing excess horses. 219 Judge Rawlinson's argument was largely based on
§ 1333(b), which only authorizes the BLM to remove “excess” wild horses and burros. Judge Rawlinson further analyzed the “order and priority” of §1333(b)(A-C), which first requires that “old, sick, or lame” wild horses “be destroyed in the most humane manner possible.” Second, the BLM may remove additional excess horses from the range and place them in private maintenance for adoption. Finally, the excess horses that have no possibility to be adopted by a qualified private individual may be destroyed in the “most humane and cost efficient manner possible.” Further, Judge Rawlinson reasoned that there is “absolutely no textual support” under the Act to allow the BLM to “capture the entire herd of wild horses” that are not all excess of the AML, and then disregard the “order and priority” required by the Act for removing excess wild horses. In addition to violating the “order and priority” of removing wild horses, the gathering of non-excess wild horses violates the “minimum feasible level.” In conclusion, the dissenting opinion argued that the court's deference to the BLM's removal policies allows the BLM to manage the wild horses inconsistent with Congress's original purpose to “protect the wild horses from capture and/or harassment.”

VII. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the court's deference to the BLM's proposal to remove non-excess wild horses should not be continued because it's contrary to the Act and further complicates the unsustainable horse management program. The deference granted by the courts should fail the Chevron two-step inquiry because there is language within the Act that expressly states Congress's intent to keep the wild horses and burros free and wild on BLM's range. Ultimately, Congress mandated clear intent to protect wild horses and burros on public land, so that the animals are able to remain free from capture or harassment. The deference granted to the BLM in the cases discussed supra violated Congress's intent and contradicted the specific language in the Act for removal of excess wild horses and burros, which allows the BLM to disregard its duty to actually promote the welfare of wild horses on the range. There is a danger that the deference granted to the BLM will devastate the population of wild horses because the BLM can no longer fiscally support the removed wild horses and, thus, making the wild horses susceptible to unregulated sales or euthanasia. Given the drastic fiscal deficiencies of the Wild Horse and Burros Program, the BLM should restrict the amount of removals, and pursue a more rigorous fertility control strategy. In doing so, the BLM would be able to fiscally focus on managing the wild horses on the range, rather than having an expensive and unsustainable program that has domesticated more than forty-seven thousand wild horses that were originally wild on the range. In conclusion, the courts can influence the success of the Wild Horse and Burro Program by rejecting the BLM's removal proposals that violate the Act's removal procedures (like removing non-excess wild horses).
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Colorado Wild Horse & Burro Coal., Inc. v. Salazar, 639 F. Supp. 2d 87, 97 (D.C. 2009) (explaining that the purpose of the Act is to protect the wild horses and burros and that “the only plausible inference to be drawn from the omission of any procedure for removing non-excess animals is that Congress did not intend for BLM’s management authority to be so broad”).

See In Def. of Animals v. U.S. Dept. of Interior, 751 F.3d 1054, 1063-66 (9th Cir. 2014).


See In Def. of Animals, 751 F.3d at 1063-66; see also In Def. of Animals v. U.S. Dept of Interior, 909 F. Supp. 2d 1178, 1193 (E.D. Cal. 2012).

In Def. of Animals, 909 F. Supp. 2d at 1193; In Def. of Animals, 751 F.3d at 1054.

In Def. of Animals, 909 F. Supp. 2d at 1190; see also 16 U.S.C. § 1333(b)(2)(A)-(C).

In Def. of Animals, 909 F. Supp. 2d at 1183, 1186.

Id. at 1185-86.

Id. at 1184.

Id.

Id.

In Def. of Animals, 909 F. Supp. 2d at 1185.

Id. at 1185-86 (explaining that the sorting would be based on releasing the non-excess wild horses pursuant to a “sex ratio of 60:40 studs to mares in order to help curb future population increases in addition, some or all of the released mares (depending on the capture rates) would receive fertility control treatments (an immunocontraceptive known as Porcine Zona Pellucida, or PZP)

Id. at 1190. For the mandated specific order of removing excess wild horses see 16 U.S.C. § 1333(b)(2)(A)-(C).

In Def. of Animals, 909 F. Supp. 2d at 1190; see also 16 U.S.C. § 1333(b)(2)(A).


Id. at 1191.


In Def. of Animals, 909 F. Supp. 2d at 1191.

Id.

Wild Horse Roundups: Why Are They Conducted?, supra note 68. The wild horse removals involve helicopters flying at low altitudes, which can cause the wild horses a lot of physical stress, particularly young foals and mares in foal. Wild Horse Roundups: Why Are They Conducted?, supra note 68; see also 16 U.S.C. § 1333(a).

In Def. of Animals, 909 F. Supp. 2d at 1191 (quoting In Defense of Animals v. Salazar, 675 F. Supp. 2d 89, 97-98 (D.D.C. 2009)).


In Def. of Animals, 909 F. Supp. 2d at 1191.

Id.; see also 16 U.S.C § 1333(b)(2)(A)-(C).

See 16 U.S.C. § 1333(a) (“All management activities shall be at the minimal feasible level and shall be carried out in consultation with the wildlife agency of the State wherein such lands are located in order to protect the natural ecological balance of all wildlife species which inhabit such lands, particularly endangered wildlife species.”).


In Def. of Animals v. U.S. Dept. of Interior, 751 F.3d 1054, 1059-60 (9th Cir. 2014).

Id.

Id. at 1059 (quoting 16 U.S.C. § 1333(b)(2)).

Id. at 1064.

In Def. of Animals, 751 F.3d at 1064.

Id. at 1065; see also 16 U.S.C. § 1333(b)(2)(A-C).

In Def. of Animals, 751 F.3d at 1065.

Id. at 1073.
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Id. at 1074 (“However, if the BLM is not managing the excess animals pursuant to § 1333(b)(2), no other portion of the Act authorizes capture of excess horses for the purpose of removal. And absolutely nothing in the Act authorizes the capture of non-excess horses.”).

In Def. of Animals, 751 F.3d at 1073; see also 16 U.S.C. § 1333(b) (2012).

In Def. of Animals, 751 F.3d at 1074.

Id. at 1074-75 (“The record in this case reflects that the BLM has previously identified injured wild horses on the range without first capturing them. Therefore, no legitimate basis existed for cavalierly chasing the horses with helicopters for miles before capturing them, including horses who were admittedly non-excess.”).
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Id. at 1074 (quoting 16 U.S.C. § 1333(b)(2)(C)).
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In Def. of Animals, 751 F.3d at 1074.
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In Def. of Animals, 751 F.3d at 1075; see also 16 U.S.C. § 1331 (2012).

See 16 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1333(b)(2)(A)-(C); see also In Def. of Animals, 751 F.3d at 1073.


See Using Science to Improve the BLM Wild Horse and Burro Program, supra note 2, at vii.

Factsheet on Challenges Facing the BLM in its Management of Wild Horses and Burros, supra note 74.
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